
Monday
01/24/2022

100th DAY of SCHOOL!

Morning Work 7:30am -
7:45am

Morning Meeting 7:45am -
8:30am

1 Science Station (a-sync)
8:30am - 9:10am

2 Science Station (a-sync)
8:30am - 9:10am

K- Ready Math 8:30am -
9:10am
100th Day of School

TSW color and cut out a
100th Day crown while
skip counting by 10 to
100.

Standards
K.CC.1 Count to 100 by
ones and by tens.

Tuesday
01/25/2022

Morning Work 7:30am -
7:45am

Morning Meeting 7:45am -
8:30am

1 Science Station (a-sync)
8:30am - 9:10am

2 Science Station (a-sync)
8:30am - 9:10am

K- Ready Math 8:30am -
9:10am
Lesson 21 Add Within 10

I Can:
• I can solve addition

word problems with
sums from 6 to 10
using pictures or
objects.

• I can recognize both
put-together and add-
to situations as addition
problems.

• I can add within 10.
• I can find pairs of

addends to make a
given total.

Essential Question:

What strategies are best
for solving an addition
problem?

Wednesday
01/26/2022

Morning Work 7:30am -
7:45am

Morning Meeting 7:45am -
8:30am

1 Science Station (a-sync)
8:30am - 9:10am

2 Science Station (a-sync)
8:30am - 9:10am

K- Ready Math 8:30am -
9:10am
Lesson 21 Add Within 10

I Can:
• I can solve addition

word problems with
sums from 6 to 10
using pictures or
objects.

• I can recognize both
put-together and add-
to situations as addition
problems.

• I can add within 10.
• I can find pairs of

addends to make a
given total.

Essential Question:

What strategies are best
for solving an addition
problem?

Thursday
01/27/2022

Morning Work 7:30am -
7:45am

Morning Meeting 7:45am -
8:30am

1 Science Station (a-sync)
8:30am - 9:10am

2 Science Station (a-sync)
8:30am - 9:10am

K- Ready Math 8:30am -
9:10am
Lesson 21 Add Within 10

I Can:
• I can solve addition

word problems with
sums from 6 to 10
using pictures or
objects.

• I can recognize both
put-together and add-
to situations as addition
problems.

• I can add within 10.
• I can find pairs of

addends to make a
given total.

Essential Question:

What strategies are best
for solving an addition
problem?

Friday
01/28/2022

Morning Work 7:30am -
7:45am

Morning Meeting 7:45am -
8:30am

1 Science Station (a-sync)
8:30am - 9:10am

2 Science Station (a-sync)
8:30am - 9:10am

K- Ready Math 8:30am -
9:10am
Lesson 21 Add Within 10

I Can:
• I can solve addition

word problems with
sums from 6 to 10
using pictures or
objects.

• I can recognize both
put-together and add-
to situations as addition
problems.

• I can add within 10.
• I can find pairs of

addends to make a
given total.

Essential Question:

What strategies are best
for solving an addition
problem?
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1.NBT.5 Given a two-digit
number, mentally find 10
more or 10 less than the
number, without having to
count; explain the reasoning
used.
2.NBT.8 Mentally add 10 or
100 to a given number
100-900, and mentally
subtract 10 or 100 from a
given number 100-900.

1-Ready Math 9:10am -
9:50am
100th Day of School

TSW will listen to a story
about the 100th day of
school and answer
comprehension questions
about it.
Standards

1.RL.1 Ask and answer
questions about key details in
a text.

Anticipatory Set:
TTW do a number talk
slide.

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW do Lesson 21 Add

Within 10 Session 1.
TSW act out an addition
problem and record a
corresponding equation.
Standards

K.OA.2 Solve addition and
subtraction word problems
within 10 involving situations
of adding to, taking from,
putting together and taking
apart with unknowns in all
positions by using objects or
drawings to represent the
problem.

1-Ready Math 9:10am -
9:50am
Lesson 21 Understand
Tens and Ones

I Can:
• I can represent two-

digit numbers as tens
and ones.

• I can decompose a
two-digit number as
some tens and some
ones in multiple ways.

Anticipatory Set:
TTW do a number talk
slide.

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW do Lesson 21 Add

Within 10 Session 2.
TSW tell addition story
problems for various
groups of objects and
match equations to the
pictures of story
problems.
Standards

K.OA.2 Solve addition and
subtraction word problems
within 10 involving situations
of adding to, taking from,
putting together and taking
apart with unknowns in all
positions by using objects or
drawings to represent the
problem.

1-Ready Math 9:10am -
9:50am
Lesson 21 Understand
Tens and Ones

I Can:
• I can represent two-

digit numbers as tens
and ones.

• I can decompose a
two-digit number as

Anticipatory Set:
TTW do a number talk
slide.

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW do Lesson 21 Add

Within 10 Session 3 and
4. TSW model and solve
addition problems using
counters and complete
the equations. TSW
strengthen their
understanding of adding
within 10 as they explore
patterns and
generalizations in addition
equations.
Standards

K.OA.2 Solve addition and
subtraction word problems
within 10 involving situations
of adding to, taking from,
putting together and taking
apart with unknowns in all
positions by using objects or
drawings to represent the
problem.

1-Ready Math 9:10am -
9:50am
Lesson 21 Understand
Tens and Ones

I Can:

Anticipatory Set:
TTW do a number talk
slide.

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW do Lesson 21 Add
Within 10 Session 5.
TSW complete equations
with missing addends.
Standards

K.OA.2 Solve addition and
subtraction word problems
within 10 involving situations
of adding to, taking from,
putting together and taking
apart with unknowns in all
positions by using objects or
drawings to represent the
problem.

1-Ready Math 9:10am -
9:50am
Lesson 21 Understand
Tens and Ones

I Can:
• I can represent two-

digit numbers as tens
and ones.

• I can decompose a
two-digit number as
some tens and some
ones in multiple ways.
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K.RL.1 With prompting and
support, ask and answer
questions about key details in
a text.
2.RL.1 Ask and answer such
questions as who, what,
where, when, why, and how
to demonstrate
understanding of key details
in a text.

2 Math Station (a-sync)
9:10am - 9:50am

K Math Station (a-sync)
9:10am - 9:50am

K Science Station (a-sync)
9:10am - 10:30am

1 Math Station (a-sync)
9:50am - 10:30am

2- Ready Math 9:50am -
10:30am
100th Day of School

• I can model a two-digit
number in multiple
ways.

Essential Question:

How can I represent and
decompose a two-digit
number with tens and
ones?

Anticipatory Set:
TTW do a number talk
slide.

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW do Lesson 21

Understand Tens and Ones
Session 1. TSW explore
ways to represent two-
digit numbers and
estimate and ten count a
set of cubes by making
groups of tens and
counting the remaining
cubes. TSW show a two-
digit number using
different numbers of tens
and ones.
Standards

1.NBT.2 Understand that the
two digits of a two-digit
number represent amounts of
tens and ones. Understand

some tens and some
ones in multiple ways.

• I can model a two-digit
number in multiple
ways.

Essential Question:

How can I represent and
decompose a two-digit
number with tens and
ones?

Anticipatory Set:
TTW do a number talk
slide.

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW do Lesson 21

Understand Tens and Ones
Session 2. TSW model
different ways to express
two-digit numbers as tens
and ones using base-ten
blocks and equations.
TSW understand that
two-digit numbers can be
decomposed in different
ways will help for later
use with computation.
Standards

1.NBT.2 Understand that the
two digits of a two-digit

• I can represent two-
digit numbers as tens
and ones.

• I can decompose a
two-digit number as
some tens and some
ones in multiple ways.

• I can model a two-digit
number in multiple
ways.

Essential Question:

How can I represent and
decompose a two-digit
number with tens and
ones?

Anticipatory Set:
TTW do a number talk
slide.

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW do Lesson 21

Understand Tens and Ones
Session 3. TSW continue
to use base ten blocks to
model and record two-
digit numbers as tens and
ones in different ways.
TSW decompose two-
digit numbers in different
ways after identifying the

• I can model a two-digit
number in multiple
ways.

Essential Question:

How can I represent and
decompose a two-digit
number with tens and
ones?

Anticipatory Set:
TTW do a number talk
slide.

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW do Lesson 21
Understand Tens and Ones
Session 4 and 5. TSW
extend their understanding
of representing two-digit
numbers in multiple ways
and draw to explain the
relationship between two
ways of showing the same
number.
Standards

1.NBT.2 Understand that the
two digits of a two-digit
number represent amounts of
tens and ones. Understand
the following as special
cases:
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TSW will count to 100 by
ones using fruit loops to
string onto a necklace.
Standards

2.NBT.1.a 100 can be
thought of as a bundle of ten
tens — called a "hundred."
1.NBT.1 Count to 120,
starting at any number less
than 120. In this range, read
and write numerals and
represent a number of
objects with a written
numeral.
K.CC.1 Count to 100 by
ones and by tens.

Lunch/Recess Break
10:30am - 11:30am

1 Grammar Station (a-sync)
11:30am - 11:50am

2 Grammar Station (a-sync)
11:30am - 11:50am

K- Project Read 11:30am -
11:50am
100th Day of School

the following as special
cases:
1.NBT.2.a 10 can be thought
of as a bundle of ten ones —
called a "ten."
1.NBT.2.c The numbers 10,
20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90
refer to one, two, three, four,
five, six, seven, eight, or nine
tens (and 0 ones).

2 Math Station (a-sync)
9:10am - 9:50am

K Math Station (a-sync)
9:10am - 9:50am

K Science Station (a-sync)
9:10am - 10:30am

1 Math Station (a-sync)
9:50am - 10:30am

2- Ready Math 9:50am -
10:30am
Lesson 16 Add Three-Digit
Numbers

I Can:
• I can break apart

three-digit numbers as
a place-value strategy
for adding.

• I can recognize that in
addition, hundreds are
added to hundreds,
tens are added to tens,
and ones are added to
ones.

number represent amounts of
tens and ones. Understand
the following as special
cases:
1.NBT.2.a 10 can be thought
of as a bundle of ten ones —
called a "ten."
1.NBT.2.c The numbers 10,
20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90
refer to one, two, three, four,
five, six, seven, eight, or nine
tens (and 0 ones).

2 Math Station (a-sync)
9:10am - 9:50am

K Math Station (a-sync)
9:10am - 9:50am

K Science Station (a-sync)
9:10am - 10:30am

1 Math Station (a-sync)
9:50am - 10:30am

2- Ready Math 9:50am -
10:30am
Lesson 16 Add Three-Digit
Numbers

I Can:
• I can break apart

three-digit numbers as
a place-value strategy
for adding.

• I can recognize that in
addition, hundreds are
added to hundreds,
tens are added to tens,

quantity from a base-ten
block model.
Standards

1.NBT.2 Understand that the
two digits of a two-digit
number represent amounts of
tens and ones. Understand
the following as special
cases:
1.NBT.2.a 10 can be thought
of as a bundle of ten ones —
called a "ten."
1.NBT.2.c The numbers 10,
20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90
refer to one, two, three, four,
five, six, seven, eight, or nine
tens (and 0 ones).

2 Math Station (a-sync)
9:10am - 9:50am

K Math Station (a-sync)
9:10am - 9:50am

K Science Station (a-sync)
9:10am - 10:30am

1 Math Station (a-sync)
9:50am - 10:30am

2- Ready Math 9:50am -
10:30am
Lesson 16 Add Three-Digit
Numbers

I Can:
• I can break apart

three-digit numbers as
a place-value strategy
for adding.

1.NBT.2.a 10 can be thought
of as a bundle of ten ones —
called a "ten."
1.NBT.2.c The numbers 10,
20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90
refer to one, two, three, four,
five, six, seven, eight, or nine
tens (and 0 ones).

2 Math Station (a-sync)
9:10am - 9:50am

K Math Station (a-sync)
9:10am - 9:50am

K Science Station (a-sync)
9:10am - 10:30am

1 Math Station (a-sync)
9:50am - 10:30am

2- Ready Math 9:50am -
10:30am
Lesson 16 Add Three-Digit
Numbers

I Can:
• I can break apart

three-digit numbers as
a place-value strategy
for adding.

• I can recognize that in
addition, hundreds are
added to hundreds,
tens are added to tens,
and ones are added to
ones.

• I can determine when
regrouping a hundred
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TSW will work together
to make a list of words
they have learned so far
this year.
Standards

K.RF.3 Know and apply
grade-level phonics and word
analysis skills in decoding
words.
1.RF.3 Know and apply
grade-level phonics and word
analysis skills in decoding
words.
2.RF.3 Know and apply
grade-level phonics and word
analysis skills in decoding
words.

1-Project Read 11:50am -
12:10pm
100th Day of School

• I can determine when
regrouping a hundred
or a ten is necessary
and carry out the
regrouping to find the
sum.

Essential Question:

How is the break apart
strategy best for adding
three digit numbers?

Anticipatory Set:
TTW do a number talk
slide.

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW do Lesson 16 Add

Three-Digit Numbers
Session 1. TSW draw on
their knowledge of
hundreds, tens, and ones
to add three-digit
numbers. TSW use
different strategies to
add three different
numbers including an open
number line, place value,
manipulatives, and stacking
up.
Standards

2.NBT.7 Add and subtract
within 1000, using concrete

and ones are added to
ones.

• I can determine when
regrouping a hundred
or a ten is necessary
and carry out the
regrouping to find the
sum.

Essential Question:

How is the break apart
strategy best for adding
three digit numbers?

Anticipatory Set:
TTW do a number talk
slide.

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW do Lesson 16 Add

Three-Digit Numbers
Session 2. TSW draw on
their knowledge of
hundreds, tens, and ones
to add three-digit
numbers. TSW use
different strategies to
add three different
numbers including an open
number line, place value,
manipulatives, and stacking
up.
Standards

• I can recognize that in
addition, hundreds are
added to hundreds,
tens are added to tens,
and ones are added to
ones.

• I can determine when
regrouping a hundred
or a ten is necessary
and carry out the
regrouping to find the
sum.

Essential Question:

How is the break apart
strategy best for adding
three digit numbers?

Anticipatory Set:
TTW do a number talk
slide.

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW do Lesson 16 Add

Three-Digit Numbers
Session 3. TSW draw on
their knowledge of
hundreds, tens, and ones
to add three-digit
numbers. TSW use
different strategies to
add three different
numbers including an open

or a ten is necessary
and carry out the
regrouping to find the
sum.

Essential Question:

How is the break apart
strategy best for adding
three digit numbers?

Anticipatory Set:
TTW do a number talk
slide.

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW do Lesson 16 Add
Three-Digit Numbers
Session 4 & 5. TSW draw
on their knowledge of
hundreds, tens, and ones
to add three-digit
numbers. TSW use
different strategies to
add three different
numbers including an open
number line, place value,
manipulatives, and stacking
up.
Standards

2.NBT.7 Add and subtract
within 1000, using concrete
models or drawings and
strategies based on place
value, properties of
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TSW will listen to the
story 100 Snowman and
keep track of the number
of snowman counted in
the story.

2 Phonics Station (a-sync)
11:50am - 12:10pm

K Phonics Station (a-sync)
11:50am - 12:10pm

1 Phonics Station (a-sync)
12:10pm - 12:30pm

2- Project Read 12:10pm -
12:30pm
100th Day of School

models or drawings and
strategies based on place
value, properties of
operations, and/or the
relationship between addition
and subtraction; relate the
strategy to a written method
2.NBT.8 Mentally add 10 or
100 to a given number
100-900, and mentally
subtract 10 or 100 from a
given number 100-900.

Lunch/Recess Break
10:30am - 11:30am

1 Grammar Station (a-sync)
11:30am - 11:50am

2 Grammar Station (a-sync)
11:30am - 11:50am

K- Project Read 11:30am -
11:50am
Unit 12 Lesson 1

I Can:
• I can read and write

words with the digraph
[ch].

Essential Question:

How can I read and spell
words with glide [ch]?

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW follow along as the

teacher leads students

2.NBT.7 Add and subtract
within 1000, using concrete
models or drawings and
strategies based on place
value, properties of
operations, and/or the
relationship between addition
and subtraction; relate the
strategy to a written method
2.NBT.8 Mentally add 10 or
100 to a given number
100-900, and mentally
subtract 10 or 100 from a
given number 100-900.

Lunch/Recess Break
10:30am - 11:30am

1 Grammar Station (a-sync)
11:30am - 11:50am

2 Grammar Station (a-sync)
11:30am - 11:50am

K- Project Read 11:30am -
11:50am
Unit 12 Lesson 1

I Can:
• I can read and write

words with the digraph
[ch].

Essential Question:

How can I read and spell
words with glide [ch]?

Modeling/Guided
Practice:

number line, place value,
manipulatives, and stacking
up.
Standards

2.NBT.7 Add and subtract
within 1000, using concrete
models or drawings and
strategies based on place
value, properties of
operations, and/or the
relationship between addition
and subtraction; relate the
strategy to a written method
2.NBT.8 Mentally add 10 or
100 to a given number
100-900, and mentally
subtract 10 or 100 from a
given number 100-900.

Lunch/Recess Break
10:30am - 11:30am

1 Grammar Station (a-sync)
11:30am - 11:50am

2 Grammar Station (a-sync)
11:30am - 11:50am

K- Project Read 11:30am -
11:50am
Unit 12 Lesson 1

I Can:
• I can read and write

words with the digraph
[ch].

Essential Question:

operations, and/or the
relationship between addition
and subtraction; relate the
strategy to a written method
2.NBT.8 Mentally add 10 or
100 to a given number
100-900, and mentally
subtract 10 or 100 from a
given number 100-900.

Lunch/Recess Break
10:30am - 11:30am

1 Grammar Station (a-sync)
11:30am - 11:50am

2 Grammar Station (a-sync)
11:30am - 11:50am

K- Project Read 11:30am -
11:50am
Unit 12 Lesson 1

I Can:
• I can read and write

words with the digraph
[ch].

Essential Question:

How can I read and spell
words with digraph [ch]?

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW follow along as the
teacher leads students
thru Unit 12 Lesson 1.
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TSW will listen to the
story 100 Snowman and
keep track of the number
of snowman counted in
the story.
Standards

K.CC.1 Count to 100 by
ones and by tens.
1.NBT.5 Given a two-digit
number, mentally find 10
more or 10 less than the
number, without having to
count; explain the reasoning
used.
2.NBT.8 Mentally add 10 or
100 to a given number
100-900, and mentally
subtract 10 or 100 from a
given number 100-900.

K Grammar Station (a-sync)
12:10pm - 12:30pm

1 Reading Station (a-sync)
12:30pm - 1:00pm

thru Unit 12 Lesson 1.
TSW learn about digraph
[ch].
Standards

K.RF.3 Know and apply
grade-level phonics and word
analysis skills in decoding
words.
K.RF.3a Demonstrate basic
knowledge of one-to-one
letter-sound correspondences
by producing the primary or
many of the most frequent
sound for each consonant.

1-Project Read 11:50am -
12:10pm
Unit 15B Lesson 1

I Can:
• I can read and spell

with an r blends.
Essential Question:

How can I read and spell
words with an r blends?

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW follow along as the

teacher leads students
thru Unit 15B Lesson 1.
TSW learn about r
blends: tr, cr, br, fr, dr,
gr, pr, thr, and shr.
Standards

TSW follow along as the
teacher leads students
thru Unit 12 Lesson 1.
TSW learn about digraph
[ch].
Standards

K.RF.3 Know and apply
grade-level phonics and word
analysis skills in decoding
words.
K.RF.3a Demonstrate basic
knowledge of one-to-one
letter-sound correspondences
by producing the primary or
many of the most frequent
sound for each consonant.

1-Project Read 11:50am -
12:10pm
Unit 15B Lesson 1

I Can:
• I can read and spell

with an r blends.
Essential Question:

How can I read and spell
words with an r blends?

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW follow along as the

teacher leads students
thru Unit 15B Lesson 1.
TSW learn about r

How can I read and spell
words with digraph [ch]?

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW follow along as the

teacher leads students
thru Unit 12 Lesson 1.
TSW learn about digraph
[-tch].
Standards

K.RF.3 Know and apply
grade-level phonics and word
analysis skills in decoding
words.
K.RF.3a Demonstrate basic
knowledge of one-to-one
letter-sound correspondences
by producing the primary or
many of the most frequent
sound for each consonant.

1-Project Read 11:50am -
12:10pm
Unit 15B Lesson 1

I Can:
• I can read and spell

with an r blends.
Essential Question:

How can I read and spell
words with an r blends?

TSW learn about digraph
[-tch].
Standards

K.RF.3 Know and apply
grade-level phonics and word
analysis skills in decoding
words.
K.RF.3a Demonstrate basic
knowledge of one-to-one
letter-sound correspondences
by producing the primary or
many of the most frequent
sound for each consonant.

1-Project Read 11:50am -
12:10pm
Unit 15B Lesson 1

I Can:
• I can read and spell

with an r blends.
Essential Question:

How can I read and spell
words with an r blends?

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW follow along as the
teacher leads students
thru Unit 15B Lesson 2.
TSW learn about the red
word your.
Standards
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2 Social Studies Station (a-
sync) 12:30pm - 1:00pm

K-Ready Reading 12:30pm -
1:00pm
100th Day of School

TSW will follow directions
to create a 100th Day
of School Monster.
Standards

K.CC.1 Count to 100 by
ones and by tens.
1.NBT.5 Given a two-digit
number, mentally find 10
more or 10 less than the
number, without having to
count; explain the reasoning
used.
2.NBT.8 Mentally add 10 or
100 to a given number
100-900, and mentally
subtract 10 or 100 from a
given number 100-900.

1-Ready Reading 1:00pm -
1:30pm

1.RF.3 Know and apply
grade-level phonics and word
analysis skills in decoding
words.
1.RF.3b Decode regularly
spelled one-syllable words.
1.RF.2b Orally produce
single-syllable words by
blending sounds (phonemes),
including consonant blends.

2 Phonics Station (a-sync)
11:50am - 12:10pm

K Phonics Station (a-sync)
11:50am - 12:10pm

1 Phonics Station (a-sync)
12:10pm - 12:30pm

2- Project Read 12:10pm -
12:30pm
Unit 27 Lesson 1

I Can:
• I can read and spell

with silent -mn and -
mb.

Essential Question:

How can I read and spell
words with silent -mn and
-mb?

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW follow along as the

teacher leads students

blends: tr, cr, br, fr, dr,
gr, pr, thr, and shr.
Standards

1.RF.3 Know and apply
grade-level phonics and word
analysis skills in decoding
words.
1.RF.3b Decode regularly
spelled one-syllable words.
1.RF.2b Orally produce
single-syllable words by
blending sounds (phonemes),
including consonant blends.

2 Phonics Station (a-sync)
11:50am - 12:10pm

K Phonics Station (a-sync)
11:50am - 12:10pm

1 Phonics Station (a-sync)
12:10pm - 12:30pm

2- Project Read 12:10pm -
12:30pm
Unit 27 Lesson 2

I Can:
• I can read and spell

with silent kn and wr.
Essential Question:

How can I read and spell
words with silent kn and
wr?

Modeling/Guided
Practice:

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW follow along as the

teacher leads students
thru Unit 15B Lesson 1.
TSW learn about r
blends: tr, cr, br, fr, dr,
gr, pr, thr, and shr.
Standards

1.RF.3 Know and apply
grade-level phonics and word
analysis skills in decoding
words.
1.RF.3b Decode regularly
spelled one-syllable words.
1.RF.2b Orally produce
single-syllable words by
blending sounds (phonemes),
including consonant blends.

2 Phonics Station (a-sync)
11:50am - 12:10pm

K Phonics Station (a-sync)
11:50am - 12:10pm

1 Phonics Station (a-sync)
12:10pm - 12:30pm

2- Project Read 12:10pm -
12:30pm
Unit 27 Lesson 3

I Can:
• I can read and spell

with silent kn and wr.
Essential Question:

1.RF.3 Know and apply
grade-level phonics and word
analysis skills in decoding
words.
1.RF.3b Decode regularly
spelled one-syllable words.
1.RF.2b Orally produce
single-syllable words by
blending sounds (phonemes),
including consonant blends.

2 Phonics Station (a-sync)
11:50am - 12:10pm

K Phonics Station (a-sync)
11:50am - 12:10pm

1 Phonics Station (a-sync)
12:10pm - 12:30pm

2- Project Read 12:10pm -
12:30pm
Unit 27

I Can:
• I can read and spell

with silent kn and wr.
Essential Question:

How can I read and spell
words with silent kn and
wr?

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW follow along as the
teacher leads students
thru Unit 27. TSW will
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100th Day of School

TSW will use 100 mini
marshmallows and 100
toothpicks to build the
tallest tower they can
create.
Standards

K.CC.1 Count to 100 by
ones and by tens.
1.NBT.5 Given a two-digit
number, mentally find 10
more or 10 less than the
number, without having to
count; explain the reasoning
used.
2.NBT.8 Mentally add 10 or
100 to a given number
100-900, and mentally
subtract 10 or 100 from a
given number 100-900.

2 Reading Station (a-sync)
1:00pm - 1:30pm

K Reading Station (a-sync)
1:00pm - 1:30pm

thru Unit 27 Lesson 1.
TSW will learn about
silent letter combinations -
mn and -mb.
Standards

2.RF.3 Know and apply
grade-level phonics and word
analysis skills in decoding
words.

K Grammar Station (a-sync)
12:10pm - 12:30pm

1 Reading Station (a-sync)
12:30pm - 1:00pm

2 Social Studies Station (a-
sync) 12:30pm - 1:00pm

K-Ready Reading 12:30pm -
1:00pm
Lesson 10 Types of Texts

I Can:
• I can understand that

there are different
types of texts.

• I can identify the
features of various
texts including poems,
stories, and recipes.

• I can recognize that
knowing what types of
text you are reading
can help you better
comprehend it.

Essential Question:

TSW follow along as the
teacher leads students
thru Unit 27 Lesson 1.
TSW will learn about
silent letter combinations
kn and w.
Standards

2.RF.3 Know and apply
grade-level phonics and word
analysis skills in decoding
words.

K Grammar Station (a-sync)
12:10pm - 12:30pm

1 Reading Station (a-sync)
12:30pm - 1:00pm

2 Social Studies Station (a-
sync) 12:30pm - 1:00pm

K-Ready Reading 12:30pm -
1:00pm
Lesson 10 Types of Texts

I Can:
• I can understand that

there are different
types of texts.

• I can identify the
features of various
texts including poems,
stories, and recipes.

• I can recognize that
knowing what types of
text you are reading
can help you better
comprehend it.

How can I read and spell
words with silent kn and
wr?

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW follow along as the

teacher leads students
thru Unit 27 Lesson 3.
TSW will learn about red
words: front, view, and
love.
Standards

2.RF.3 Know and apply
grade-level phonics and word
analysis skills in decoding
words.

K Grammar Station (a-sync)
12:10pm - 12:30pm

1 Reading Station (a-sync)
12:30pm - 1:00pm

2 Social Studies Station (a-
sync) 12:30pm - 1:00pm

K-Ready Reading 12:30pm -
1:00pm
Lesson 10 Types of Texts

I Can:
• I can understand that

there are different
types of texts.

• I can identify the
features of various

review silent letter
combinations: kn, wr, mb,
and mn.
Standards

2.RF.3 Know and apply
grade-level phonics and word
analysis skills in decoding
words.

K Grammar Station (a-sync)
12:10pm - 12:30pm

1 Reading Station (a-sync)
12:30pm - 1:00pm

2 Social Studies Station (a-
sync) 12:30pm - 1:00pm

K-Ready Reading 12:30pm -
1:00pm
Lesson 10 Types of Texts

I Can:
• I can understand that

there are different
types of texts.

• I can identify the
features of various
texts including poems,
stories, and recipes.

• I can recognize that
knowing what types of
text you are reading
can help you better
comprehend it.

Essential Question:
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1 Social Studies Station (a-
sync) 1:30pm - 2:00pm

2- Ready Reading 1:30pm -
2:00pm
100th Day of School

TSW will make a
prediction to see how
many licks it would take to
get to the center of a
Tootsie Roll Pop. TSW will
work with a family
member to keep track of
their licks using tally
marks.
Standards

K.CC.1 Count to 100 by
ones and by tens.
1.NBT.5 Given a two-digit
number, mentally find 10
more or 10 less than the
number, without having to
count; explain the reasoning
used.

What are the
characteristics of a fiction
and informational book?

Anticipatory Set:
TTW help students sort
through a different pile
of books by looking for
how the books are the
same and how they are
different.

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW follow along with

the teacher in the reading
books in Lesson 10 Types
of Texts on page 73.
TSW will sort thru
different types of texts
including poem, story,
recipe, and informational
books. TSW look at a
book about winter and
identify the
characteristics of a
nonfiction book.
Standards

K.RL.5 Recognize common
types of texts (e.g.,
storybooks, poems).

Essential Question:

What are the
characteristics of a fiction
and informational book?

Anticipatory Set:
TTW help students sort
through a different pile
of books by looking for
how the books are the
same and how they are
different.

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW follow along with

the teacher in the reading
books in Lesson 10 Types
of Texts. TSW will sort
thru different types of
texts including poem,
story, recipe, and
informational books. TSW
look at a poem about
winter and look at the
characteristics of that
poem.
Standards

K.RL.5 Recognize common
types of texts (e.g.,
storybooks, poems).

texts including poems,
stories, and recipes.

• I can recognize that
knowing what types of
text you are reading
can help you better
comprehend it.

Essential Question:

What are the
characteristics of a fiction
and informational book?

Anticipatory Set:
TTW help students sort
through a different pile
of books by looking for
how the books are the
same and how they are
different.

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW follow along with

the teacher in the reading
books in Lesson 10 Types
of Texts on page 75.
TSW will sort thru
different types of texts
including poem, story,
recipe, and informational
books. TSW look at the
story "Stone Soup" and

What are the
characteristics of a fiction
and informational book?

Anticipatory Set:
TTW help students sort
through a different pile
of books by looking for
how the books are the
same and how they are
different.

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW follow along with
the teacher in the reading
books in Lesson 10 Types
of Texts on page 76.
TSW will sort thru
different types of texts
including poem, story,
recipe, and informational
books. TSW look at the
story "How to Make Play
Dough" and identify the
characteristics of a
recipe.
Standards

K.RL.5 Recognize common
types of texts (e.g.,
storybooks, poems).
K.RL.2 With prompting and
support, retell familiar stories,
including key details.
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2.NBT.8 Mentally add 10 or
100 to a given number
100-900, and mentally
subtract 10 or 100 from a
given number 100-900.

K Social Studies Station (a-
sync) 1:30pm - 2:00pm

Activity 2:00pm - 2:45pm

K.RL.2 With prompting and
support, retell familiar stories,
including key details.
K.RL.7 With prompting and
support, describe the
relationship between
illustrations and the story in
which they appear (e.g., what
moment in a story an
illustration depicts).

1-Ready Reading 1:00pm -
1:30pm
Read Aloud: Earthworms

I Can:
• I can identify the main

topic of a text and
sections within it.

• I can ask and answer
questions about key
details.

• I can identify how
information in the text
is organized.

Essential Question:

How can I use text
evidence to identify the
main topic of a story?

Anticipatory Set:
TTW ask students what
they know about bugs
and earth worms.

K.RL.2 With prompting and
support, retell familiar stories,
including key details.
K.RL.7 With prompting and
support, describe the
relationship between
illustrations and the story in
which they appear (e.g., what
moment in a story an
illustration depicts).

1-Ready Reading 1:00pm -
1:30pm
Read Aloud: Earthworms

I Can:
• I can identify the main

topic of a text and
sections within it.

• I can ask and answer
questions about key
details.

• I can identify how
information in the text
is organized.

Essential Question:

How can I use text
evidence to identify the
main topic of a story?

Anticipatory Set:
TTW ask students what
they know about bugs
and earth worms.

identify the
characteristics of a
story.
Standards

K.RL.5 Recognize common
types of texts (e.g.,
storybooks, poems).
K.RL.2 With prompting and
support, retell familiar stories,
including key details.
K.RL.7 With prompting and
support, describe the
relationship between
illustrations and the story in
which they appear (e.g., what
moment in a story an
illustration depicts).

1-Ready Reading 1:00pm -
1:30pm
Read Aloud: Earthworms

I Can:
• I can identify the main

topic of a text and
sections within it.

• I can ask and answer
questions about key
details.

• I can identify how
information in the text
is organized.

Essential Question:

K.RL.7 With prompting and
support, describe the
relationship between
illustrations and the story in
which they appear (e.g., what
moment in a story an
illustration depicts).

1-Ready Reading 1:00pm -
1:30pm
Read Aloud: Earthworms

I Can:
• I can identify the main

topic of a text and
sections within it.

• I can ask and answer
questions about key
details.

• I can identify how
information in the text
is organized.

Essential Question:

How can I use text
evidence to identify the
main topic of a story?

Anticipatory Set:
TTW ask students what
they know about bugs
and earth worms.

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
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Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW follow along with

the teacher as she reads
the story "Earthworms".
TSW will on page 35
write down something
they learned about and
identify text features
found in the story.
Standards

1.RL.6 Identify who is telling
the story at various points in
a text.
1.RL.2 Retell stories,
including key details, and
demonstrate understanding
of their central message or
lesson.
1.RL.7 Use illustrations and
details in a story to describe
its characters, setting, or
events.

2 Reading Station (a-sync)
1:00pm - 1:30pm

K Reading Station (a-sync)
1:00pm - 1:30pm

1 Social Studies Station (a-
sync) 1:30pm - 2:00pm

2- Ready Reading 1:30pm -
2:00pm
Mystery Narrative Writing

I Can:

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW follow along with

the teacher as she reads
the story "Earthworms"
pages 8-11. TSW on
page 36 draw the body
parts of a worm and
write down the name of
some places they find an
earthworm.
Standards

1.RL.6 Identify who is telling
the story at various points in
a text.
1.RL.2 Retell stories,
including key details, and
demonstrate understanding
of their central message or
lesson.
1.RL.7 Use illustrations and
details in a story to describe
its characters, setting, or
events.

2 Reading Station (a-sync)
1:00pm - 1:30pm

K Reading Station (a-sync)
1:00pm - 1:30pm

1 Social Studies Station (a-
sync) 1:30pm - 2:00pm

2- Ready Reading 1:30pm -
2:00pm
Mystery Narrative Writing

I Can:

How can I use text
evidence to identify the
main topic of a story?

Anticipatory Set:
TTW ask students what
they know about bugs
and earth worms.

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW follow along with

the teacher as she reads
the story "Earthworms"
pages 14-17. TSW on
page 37 write down
three things they have
learned about worms.
Standards

1.RL.6 Identify who is telling
the story at various points in
a text.
1.RL.2 Retell stories,
including key details, and
demonstrate understanding
of their central message or
lesson.
1.RL.7 Use illustrations and
details in a story to describe
its characters, setting, or
events.

2 Reading Station (a-sync)
1:00pm - 1:30pm

K Reading Station (a-sync)
1:00pm - 1:30pm

TSW follow along with
the teacher as she reads
the story "Earthworms"
pages 22-25. TSW on
page 38 fill out a bubble
map about what eats
Earthworms.
Standards

1.RL.6 Identify who is telling
the story at various points in
a text.
1.RL.2 Retell stories,
including key details, and
demonstrate understanding
of their central message or
lesson.
1.RL.7 Use illustrations and
details in a story to describe
its characters, setting, or
events.

2 Reading Station (a-sync)
1:00pm - 1:30pm

K Reading Station (a-sync)
1:00pm - 1:30pm

1 Social Studies Station (a-
sync) 1:30pm - 2:00pm

2- Ready Reading 1:30pm -
2:00pm
Mystery Narrative Writing

I Can:
• I can locate details to

use in a narrative.
• I can organize details to

elaborate an event.
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• I can locate details to
use in a narrative.

• I can organize details to
elaborate an event.

• I can draft a
narrative.

• I can provide details
about characters.

• I can tell a story with
descriptive details.

Essential Question:

How can using details help
me to write an interesting
narrative story?

Anticipatory Set:
TSW retell the story
Cam Jansen and The
Mystery of the Dinosaur
Bones.

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TTW explain that the

book Cam Jansen and The
Mystery of the Dinosaur
Bones feels unfinished to
her. TTW remind
students that we never
got a reaction from Janet
Tyler who was the
suspect from the story.
TTW ask the students to

• I can locate details to
use in a narrative.

• I can organize details to
elaborate an event.

• I can draft a
narrative.

• I can provide details
about characters.

• I can tell a story with
descriptive details.

Essential Question:

How can using details help
me to write an interesting
narrative story?

Anticipatory Set:
TSW retell the story
Cam Jansen and The
Mystery of the Dinosaur
Bones.

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW will write chapter
10 of the story. TSW
describe what happens
when Cam, Eric, and the
museum director confront
Janet Tyler about the
missing bones. TSW
describe what Janet Tyler
might do or say when she
is caught. TSW will

1 Social Studies Station (a-
sync) 1:30pm - 2:00pm

2- Ready Reading 1:30pm -
2:00pm
Mystery Narrative Writing

I Can:
• I can locate details to

use in a narrative.
• I can organize details to

elaborate an event.
• I can draft a

narrative.
• I can provide details

about characters.
• I can tell a story with

descriptive details.
Essential Question:

How can using details help
me to write an interesting
narrative story?

Anticipatory Set:
TSW retell the story
Cam Jansen and The
Mystery of the Dinosaur
Bones.

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW will write chapter
10 of the story. TSW
describe what happens
when Cam, Eric, and the

• I can draft a
narrative.

• I can provide details
about characters.

• I can tell a story with
descriptive details.

Essential Question:

How can using details help
me to write an interesting
narrative story?

Anticipatory Set:
TSW retell the story
Cam Jansen and The
Mystery of the Dinosaur
Bones.

Modeling/Guided
Practice:
TSW will write chapter
10 of the story. TSW
describe what happens
when Cam, Eric, and the
museum director confront
Janet Tyler about the
missing bones. TSW
describe what Janet Tyler
might do or say when she
is caught. TSW will
continue to write their
draft of their story.
TTW meet with students
one on one to edit and
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think about how Janet
Tyler reacted and what
she might do to Cam.
TTW explain to students
that they will write
chapter 10 of the story.
TSW describe what
happens when Cam, Eric,
and the museum director
confront Janet Tyler
about the missing bones.
TSW describe what Janet
Tyler might do or say
when she is caught. TSW
brainstorm her reaction
and begin on their draft
of their story.
Standards

2.W.3 Write narratives in
which they recount a well
elaborated event or short
sequence of events, include
details to describe actions,
thoughts, and feelings, use
temporal words to signal
event order, and provide a
sense of closure.
2.W.5 With guidance and
support from adults and
peers, focus on a topic and
strengthen writing as needed
by revising and editing.
2.W.6 With guidance and
support from adults, use a
variety of digital tools to
produce and publish writing,

continue to write their
draft of their story.
Standards

2.W.3 Write narratives in
which they recount a well
elaborated event or short
sequence of events, include
details to describe actions,
thoughts, and feelings, use
temporal words to signal
event order, and provide a
sense of closure.
2.W.5 With guidance and
support from adults and
peers, focus on a topic and
strengthen writing as needed
by revising and editing.
2.W.6 With guidance and
support from adults, use a
variety of digital tools to
produce and publish writing,
including in collaboration with
peers.

K Social Studies Station (a-
sync) 1:30pm - 2:00pm

Activity 2:00pm - 2:45pm

museum director confront
Janet Tyler about the
missing bones. TSW
describe what Janet Tyler
might do or say when she
is caught. TSW will
continue to write their
draft of their story.
TTW meet with students
one on one to edit and
revise their story. TSW
pay attention to include
details in their story and
sequencing words.
Standards

2.W.3 Write narratives in
which they recount a well
elaborated event or short
sequence of events, include
details to describe actions,
thoughts, and feelings, use
temporal words to signal
event order, and provide a
sense of closure.
2.W.5 With guidance and
support from adults and
peers, focus on a topic and
strengthen writing as needed
by revising and editing.
2.W.6 With guidance and
support from adults, use a
variety of digital tools to
produce and publish writing,
including in collaboration with
peers.

revise their story. TSW
pay attention to include
details in their story and
sequencing words.
Standards

2.W.3 Write narratives in
which they recount a well
elaborated event or short
sequence of events, include
details to describe actions,
thoughts, and feelings, use
temporal words to signal
event order, and provide a
sense of closure.
2.W.5 With guidance and
support from adults and
peers, focus on a topic and
strengthen writing as needed
by revising and editing.
2.W.6 With guidance and
support from adults, use a
variety of digital tools to
produce and publish writing,
including in collaboration with
peers.

K Social Studies Station (a-
sync) 1:30pm - 2:00pm

Activity 2:00pm - 2:45pm
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including in collaboration with
peers.

K Social Studies Station (a-
sync) 1:30pm - 2:00pm

Activity 2:00pm - 2:45pm

K Social Studies Station (a-
sync) 1:30pm - 2:00pm

Activity 2:00pm - 2:45pm
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